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The interpolation method of Sprague-Karup 
Joseph L. F. De Kerf (**) 
ABSTRACT 
The usual interpolation method is that of  Lagrange. The disadvantage of the method is that 
in the given points the derivatives of the interpolating polynomials are not equal one to the 
other. In the method of Hermite, polynomials of a higher degree are used, whose derivatives 
in the given points are supposed to be equal to the derivatives of the function at the given 
points. This means that those derivatives must be known. 
If those derivatives are not known, then in the given points the derivatives may be replaced 
by approximative values, e.g. based on the interpolating polynomials of Lagrange. Such a 
method has been described by T. B. Sprague (1880) and in a simplified form by J. Karup 
(1898). In this paper the formulae are derived. Both methods are illustrated with an example. 
Some properties and theorems are stated. Tables to simplify the computational work are given. 
Subroutines for these interpolation methods will be published in a next article. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let be given n + 1 points of a known or unknown 
function f(x) of the argument x (cfr. fig.) : 
x0 Y0 
Xl Yl 
. ° . .  ° ° . .  
xi Yi 
• . ° .  . . . .  
Xn Yn 
withx 0<x 1<. .  <x  i< . . .<x  n. 
It is asked to determine by interpolation an approx- 
imating value y(x) of f(x) for : 
x i 6 x 6 xi+ 1" 
The most employed method is that of Lagrange, ac- 
cording to which the function f(x) in the interval 
considered is simulated with the help of a poly- 
nomial y(x) through the given points in the neigh- 
bourhoud of this interval. The disadvantage of this 
method is that in the given points the derivatives of 
the interpolating polynomials y(x) are not equal 
one to the other. According to the method of Her- 
mite, polynomials y(x) of a higher degree are used, 
going through the given points, but of which the 
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Fig. 1. 
equal to the derivatives of the function f(x). The 
mentioned discontinuity is thus removed but the 
derivatives of the function f(x) have to be known 
in the given points. 
If these derivatives are not known, then in the 
method of Hermite the derivatives in the given 
points can be replaced by approximative alues, e.g. 
based on the interpolating polynomials y(x) of La- 
grange, in order to avoid the mentioned discon- 
tinuity. Such methods have been described by T. B. 
Sprague [1] and in a simplified form by J. Karup [2]. 
Among other things they are applied to actuarial 
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mathematics [3-7] and to colour computations [8- 
11]. 
These methods are of special importance when an 
interpolation has to be carried out over experimental 
points, wherein certain demands are made as to the 
continuity of the derivatives. So far these methods 
have not been treated in the actual literature on 
numerical analysis. It is the intention of this article 
to fill this gap. In this connection it should be 
emphasized explicitly that there is a clear differ- 
ence with the use of spline functions. 
Remark 
For simplicity's ake we assume that the intervals 
between the abscissae Ai = xi+ 1 -x  i equal each 
other so that by linear interpolation Ai can be put 
equal to 1. 
2. THE METHOD OF KARUP 
2.1. Principle 
A polynomial of third degree is constructed through 
the end points of the interval considered, wherein 
moreover the derivatives of first order in these end 
points are put equal to the approximative value ob- 
tained by the three-point-rule of Lagrange. By tak- 
ing herein for any point the foregoing and the 
following point the first order derivatives of the 
interpolating polynomials become continuous in the 
given points. 
2. 2. Formulae 
We use thus four points : 
xi-1 Yi- 1 
xi Yi 
x i+ l  Yi+l 
x i+2 Yi+2 
We put : y(h) = a + bh + ch 2 + dh 3 
with h = x - x i (0 ~< h ~< 1). 
The derivative reads : 
y'(h) = b + 2ch + 3dh 2. 
The interpolating polynomial y(h) has to go through 
the points xi, Yi (h= 0) and xi+ 1, Yi+l (h= 1). 
The derivatives y'(h) in these points should be equal 
tO  : 
~- (-Yi-1 + and ---1 Yi+l) 2 (-Yi + Yi+ 2)" 
So we obtain the following set of four equations : 
y(0) = a = Yi 
y (1 )=a+b+c+d =Y i+ l  
y'(0) = b = ._!_1 (-Yi-1 + Yi+l) 
2 
1 y'(1) =b+2c+3d =-~-( -y i+Y i+2 ) 
The solution of this set of four equations gives : 
a = Yi 
1 
b = -~- (-Yi-1 + Yi+l)  
c = ---~ (2Yi_ 1 - 5y i + 4Yi+ 1 - Yi+2) 
1 
d = ~-( -Y i -1  +3Yi - 3Yi+l + Yi+2) 
The interpolating polynomial finally becomes : 
y(h) = Yi 
1 (_yi_ l  + + ~-  Yi+l)  h 
1 
+ ~-(2Yi_ 1 - 5y i + 4Yi+ 1 - Yi+2)h 2 
1 
+ ~- ( -Y i -1  + 3Yi - 3Yi+1 + Yi+2) h3 
or, after separation of the y-values used : 
y(h) 1 - 2 h(h-1)2yi -1  
+ ~ (h - l )  (3h 2 -  2h-  2)y i
I h(3h 2 " 2 -4h  -1)Y i+ 1 
1 +_~_ h2(h_ l )Y i+ 2 (K) 
Finally the formula can be expressed as a function 
of the differences : 
Yi = Yi-1 + AYi-1 
Yi+l = Yi-1 + 2AYi-1 + A2yi-1 
Yi+2 = Yi-1 + 3AYi-1 + 3A2yi-1 + A3yi-1 
Substitution of these expressions in the foregoing 
formulae yields : 
1 2 
y(h) = Yi + h(Ayi-1 + -~-A Yi-1) 
1 2 2 
+ ~-- h (A Yi-1 - A3yi-1) 
+ ~--- h3(A3yi_l) 
= Yi + AYi-l(h) 
+ -~- A2yi_l(h)(h + 1) 
1 + ~-  A3yi_ l(h2)(h-1) 
As a function of h this form of the formula is 
simpler. The disadvantage however is, that the y- 
values cannot be used directly : the differences have 
to be calculated. 
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2.3. Example 
The accompanying table 1 represents the results 
that have been obtained for the function :
Si(x) = ? sin(x) dx, with x = 0.0(0.2)10.0, 
0 x 
with the help of the third degree polynomial accord- 
ing to Lagrange and with the help of the described 
method of Karup respectively. 
Herein we started from the accurate values of this 
function for the arguments x =-1.0(1.0)11.0, accur- 
ate to the tenth decimal place : 













Table 1 also contains the accurate values of the 
function for the calculated interpolations, as well 
as the errors of both methods. If we put : 
E 1 = the mean error, 
E 2 _= the mean of the absolute value of the error, 
E 3 = the quadratic mean error, 
E 4 = the absolute value of the maximal error, 
then we obtain for Lagrange and Karup respectively: 
E 1 = 0.0005765047 and 0.0005765047 
E 2 = 0.0016253029 and 0.0020352119 
E 3 = 0.0021137131 and 0.0026632572 
E 4 = 0.0048115117 and 0.0057931350 
The accuracy is for both methods of the same order 
of magnitude. It should be noted however, that the 
mean error for the two methods is precisely the 
san le .  
If this integral is worked out, we obtain indeed :
1 
f y(h) dh = zq~l-v (-Yi-1 + 13Yi + 13Yi+l-Yi+2) 
0 
Theorem 2 : I f  the interpolation formula of Karup K 
is integrated over the interval h = [-1, 2], 
the four-point-rule of  Newton-Cotes 
(closed form) is obtained. 
If this integral is worked out, we obtain indeed :
Y(h)dh =-~ (Yi-1 + + + Yi+2) -1 3Yi 3Yi + 1 
Although the third degree polynomials used in the 
methods of Lagrange and Karup are totally different, 
the same numerical integration formulae are obtained 
for the two methods. The first theorem explains why 
the mean error is the same for both methods, as has 
been established in the treated example. 
3. THE METHOD OF SPRAGUE 
3.1. Principle 
A polynomial of fifth degree is constructed through 
the end points of the interval considered, wherein 
moreover the derivatives of the first and the second 
order in these end points are equalled to the approx- 
imative value that is obtained with the five-point- 
rule of Lagrange. By taking here, the two foregoing 
and the two following points together with the point 
considered, the derivatives of the first and the second 
order of the interpolating polynomials in the given 
points become continuous. 
As the curvature and the radius of curvature are on- 
ly a function of the derivatives of the first and 
second order : 
,2.3/2 
R= ( l+y)  _. 
[y"l  
those become also continuous for the interpolating 
polynomials in the given points. 
As the method of Karup has been published after 
the method of Sprague, the former can be considered 
as a simplification of the latter. 
3. 2. Formulae 
We use thus six points : 
xi-2 Yi-2 
Remark xi-1 Yi-1 
The accurate values of the function Si(x) have been 
taken from the tables of Glaisher [12] and of Abra- xi Yi 
mowitz- Stegun [13]. Xi+l Yi+l 
2.4. Theorems xi+2 Yi+2 
Theorem 1 : I f  we integrate the interpolation for- 
mula of  Karup K over the interval 
h = [Off], the corrected trapezoid rule 
is obtained. 
xi +3 Yi +3 
We put : y(h) = a+bh+ch2+dh3+eh4+fh  5, 
w i thh=x-x  i (0~<h~<l) .  
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TABLE 1 
x Si (x) Lagrange Error 
0.0 0.0000000000 
0.2 0.1995560885 0.1983927153 0.0011633732 
O. h O. 396~61h648 0.391~911.053 0.0019700595 
0.6 O. 5881288096 0.5860020~h7 0.00212676~9 
0.8 0.7720957855 0.7706306082 O. 001h651773 
1.0 O. 9h6083070h 
1.2 1.1080h71990 1.10502 809h9 0.003 O1910~l 
i. 4 I. 2562267328 1.251~682953 O. 00~758~3 75 
1.6 1.389180h859 1 • 38~36897~2 0.00~8115117 
1.8 1.5058167803 1.502695h33 8 0.0031213h65 
2.0 1.6054129768 
2.2 1.68762~8272 I. 68h7112702 0.0029135570 
2. h i. 7524855008 1.7~80251607 O. 00~603~01 
2.6 1.80039~505 1.7960138596 0.00~3805909 
2.8 1.8320965891 1.8293365783 0.0027600108 
3.0 1.8h86525280 
3.2 1.851h008970 1.8503500395 0.0010508575 
3 • 4 1.8/;1913 9833 i. 840~269248 O. 001h870585 
3.6 1.8219~81156 1.820610i155 0.0013380001 
3.8 1.79339035h8 1.7926265430 0.0007638118 
4.0 1.75820313 89 
&.Z 1.7183685637 1.7195473379 -0 . 00117877&2 
h.h 1.675833959~ 1.677785hh24 -0.001951~830 
~.6 1.63246o3525 1.63h5242.~79 -o.oo2o639o5~ 
h.8 1.5899752782 1.5913705902 -0.0013953120 
5.0 1.5~99312hh9 
5.2 1.5136709468 1.515932264h -0.0022613176 
5.h i.h8230o0826 I.~85831~o83 -o.0o35313~'57 
5.6 1 .&5666838h7 1.&6o2o56731 -o .003537288~ 
5.8 i.h3735918~3 1.4396320553 -0.0O2272873O 
6.0 1.42~6875513 
6.2 l.h1870682hl I ~2035223h9 -0.001645~I08 
6.h l.h1922297hO 1.~216992559 -0.002h762819 
6.6 1.4258161h86 1.h282ohShlh -0.0023886928 
6.8 1. h37868h161 1.5393452195 -0.0oi~768o2h 
7.o i .hSh59661~2 
7.2 1.475089055h 1.4751295433 -0.0000504879 
7.~ 1.4983~h7533 1.~983023733 o.oo0o~23800 
7.6 1.523313791~ 1.52316?7596 o. 0o01960318 
7.8 "[. 5~8937h581 1.5487783573 o.00o159Z008 
8.0 1.57h1868217 
8.. 2 1.5980985106 1.5968583 O98 O. 0012402008 
8.h 1.6198065968 i .  6178298~96 0.0019767~72 
8.6 1.6385696~5h 1.63655O97O6 0.00201867~8 
8.8 1.6537921861 1.6524712028 0.0013209833 
9.0 1.6650~00758 
9.2 1.6720~9~80 1.6707309206 0.001318527~ 
9.~ 1.67~7291725 1.672713515~ O. 0020156571 
9.6 1.6731569801 l .  671181~396 O. OO19755~05 
9.8 1.6675696169 1.666328~7~7 0.0o12~13 ~2 
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The derivatives of the first and of the second order 
y'(h) = b+ 2ch+3dh2+4eh3+5fh4, 
y"(h) -- 2c+6 dh+12eh2+20fh3- 
The interpolating polynomial y(h) has to go through 
the points x i, Yi (h= 0) and xi+l,  Yi+l (h= 1). 
The derivatives y'(h) in these points should be equal 
to  : 
1 (Yi-2 -8Yi-1 +8i+1-Yi+2) and 
1-~ (Yi-1 - 8Yi + 8Yi+2 - Yi+3)" 
The derivatives y"(h) in these points should be 
equal to : 
l~-(-Yi-2 + 16Yi-1-30Yi+ 16Yi+1 -Yi+2) and 
1-~ (- Yi-1 + 16Yi- 30Yi+l + 16 Yi+2 - Yi+ 3)" 
So we obtain the following set of six equations : 
y(0) = a = Yi 
y(1) = a +b +c  + d + e +f= Yi+l 
y'(O) = b = _12(Yi_2-8Yi_ 1 
+ 8Yi+~ -Yi+2) 
1 y'(1) =b + 2c +3d+4e+ 5f =~(Yi- l -8Yi+8Yi+2 
-Yi + 3 ) 
y"(0) = 2c = l(-Yi_2+l~Yi_ 1 
-30y i+ 16y i +1 - Yi +2) 
y"(1) = 2c + 6d + 12e + 20f =-12(-Yi~.1 +16y i
-30Yi +1 + 16Yi+2-Yi+3) 
The solution of this set of six equations gives : 
a -Y i  
b 1 =-i~ (Yi-2 - 8Yi-1 + 8Yi+l-Yi+ 2) 
c -  1 (Yi_2+ +16Yi+l_Yi+2) 2-4 16Yi-1-30Yi 
d 1 + =-~(-9Yi_ 2 39Yi_l-70y i + 66Yi+l-33Yi+ 2 
+ 7yi+ 3) 
e _ ~_4 (13Yi.2_64Yi_ 1 + 126y i -  124Yi+ 1 +61Yi+ 2
-12yi+ 3) 
1 
£ =.2--8 (- 5Yi_ 2 + 25Yi_ 1 -50y i + 50Yi+ 1-25Yi+2+SYi+ 3) 
The interpolating polynomial finally becomes : 
y(h) = Yi 
+ ~2 (Yi-2- 8Yi-1 + 8Yi+l-Yi+2 )h 
+ ~4 (-Yi-2 + 16Yi-1 - 30Yi+ 16Yi+ 1 -Yi+2)h 2 
+ ~4 (-9Yi-2 + 39yi-1-70yi+66yi+ 1-33yi+ 2
+ 7Yi+3)h3 
+ 1 (13Yi_ 2- 64Yi_ 1 + 126y i - 124Yi+ 1 
+ 61Yi+ 2 - 12Yi+3) h4 
+ 2~ (- 5Yi-2 + 25yi-1 - 50Yi + 50Yi+l - 25Yi+2 
+5Yi+3 )h5 
or, after separation of the y-values used : 
y(h) =--~4h(h-1)3(5h + 2)Yi_ 2 
+ 2~h(h-1)(25h3-39h2 + 16)Yi_ 1 
1 (h-l) (25h 4 - 38h 3 - 3h 2 + 12h + 12)y i 
12 
+~2h(25h4-62h3 + 3h2+Sh + 8)Yi+ 1 
2~h(h-1)(25h 3- 36h2-3h-2)Yi+2 
+2~h3(h-1 )(5h- 7) Yi+ 3 (S) 
Finally the formula can be expressed as a function 
of the differences : 
Yi-1 = Yi-2 + AYi-2 
Yi = Yi-2 + 2AYi-2 + A2yi-2 
Yi+l = Yi-2 + 3AYi-2 + 3A2yi-2 + A3yi-2 
Yi+2 = Yi-2 + 4AYi-2 + 6 A2yi-2 + 4A3yi-2 + A4yi-2 
Yi+3 = Yi-2 + 5 Ayi_ 2 + 10A2yi_ 2 + 10A3yi_ 2 
+ 5A4yi_2 +ASyi_2 
Substitution of these expressions in the foregoing 
formulae yields : 
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y(h) = Yi + 1 h(12AYi_ 2 + 18A2yi_2 + 4A3yi_ 2 
- A4yi_ 2 ) 
+-24h2(12A2yi_ 2 + 12A3yi_ 2 - A4yi_2) 
+~4 h3 (4A3yi_ 2 + 2A4yi_ 2 + 7A5yi_2) 
+ lh4(A4y i_  2 _ 12A5yi_2) 
+ 2-~h5 (A5yi_2) 
= yi + AYi_2(h) 
+ ~-  A2yi_2(h)(h + 3) 
+6--A3yi_2(h)(h + 1)(h + 2) 
+~4 A4yi_2(h)(h-1)(h + 1)(h + 2) 
+~4A5yi_2(h3)(5h -7) (h - 1) 
Originally Sprague has published his interpolation 
formula as a function of these differences. As a 
function of h these formulae are simpler. The dis- 
advantage however is, that the y-values cannot be 
used directly : the differences have to be calculated. 
3.3. Example 
The accompanying table 2 represents the results 
that have been obtained for the function : 
Si(x) = fx sin(x) dx, with x = 0.0(0.2)10.0, 
0 x 
respectively with the method of the fifth degree 
polynomial of Lagrange and with the described 
method of Sprague. 
Herein we started from the accurate values of this 
function for the arguments x =-2.0(1.0)12.0, accur- 
ate to the tenth decimal place : 
x = - 2.0 Si(x) = - 1.6054129768 














Table 2 also contains the accurate values of the 
function for the calculated interpolations, as well as 
the errors of both methods. If we put : 
E 1 = the mean error, 
E 2 ~ the mean of the absolute value of the error, 
E 3 = the quadratic mean error, 
E 4 = the absolute value of the maximal error, 
then we obtain for Lagrange and Sprague respectively: 
E 1 = 0.0000776753 and 0.0000776753 
E 2 = 0.0002407607 and 0.0003472044 
E 3 = 0.0003047908 and 0.0004429708 
E 4 = 0.0006526439 and 0.0009115076 
The accuracy is for both methods of the same order 
of magnitude. It should be noted however, that the 
mean error for the two methods is precisely the 
same. 
Remark 
The accurate values of the function Si(x) have been 
taken from the tables of Glaisher [12] and of Abra- 
mowitz- Stegun [13]. 
3,4. Theorems 
Theorem I : I f  we integrate the interpolation formula 
of  Sprague S over the interval h = [0,1], 
the twice corrected trapezoid rule is 
obtained. 
If this integral is worked out, we obtain indeed : 
1 
f y(h)dh = 1 0 1440 (1 lyi_ 2 - 93yi_ 1 + 802y i + 802yi+ 1
-93Yi+ 2 + llYi+ 3) 
Theorem 2 : I f  the interpolation formula of  Sprague 
S is integrated over the interval h = 
[-2, 3], the six-point-rule o f  Newton- 
Cotes (closed form) is obtained. 
If this integral is worked out, we obtain indeed : 
3 
f2Y(h)dh = ~ (19Yi-2+ 75Yi_ 1 + 50Yi+ 50Yi+ 1 
+75Yi+ 2 + 19Yi+ 3) 
Although the fifth degree polynomials used in the 
methods of Lagrange and Sprague are totally differ- 
ent, the same numerical integration formulae are 
obtained again for the two methods. The first theo- 
rem explains why, as has been stated in the treated 
example, the mean error is the same for both 
methods. May be the same integration formulae are 
also obtained when the method of Sprague-Karup 
would be extended to interpolation polynomials of 
the higher degree. 
4. TABLES K AND S 
In order to simplify the computational work in the 
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TABLE 2 
x Si(x) Lagrange Error 
O. 0 O. 0000000000 
0.2 0.1995560885 0.1993901029 O. 0O01659856 
0.~ 0.3964614648 0.3961839419 0.0002775229 
0.6 0.5881288096 0.5878356260 0.0002931836 
O. 8 O. 7720957855 O. 7719000106 O. 0001957749 
1.0 O. 946083 070~ 
1.2 1.1080471990 1.1076390731 0.000~08125 9 
1 .k 1.2562267328 1.255578~901 0.0006A82427 
1.6 1.3891804859 1.3885278420 O. 0006526~39 
1.8 1.5O58167803 1.5054002815 0.000416a988 
2.0 1.605~12 ~68 
2.2 I. 68762~8272 I. 6872643 647 O. 0003604625 
2 .~ I. 752~855008 1.7519265079 0.0005589929 
t .6 1.800394~505 1 • 7998450736 0.0005493769 
2.8 1.8320965891 1.83175~160 0.0003421731 
3.0 1.8486525280 
3.2 1.8514008970 1.8513311617 0.0090697353 
3 .~ 1.841913 9833 1.8~182 00762 0.0000939071 
3.6 1.8219481156 1.8218702282 O. 000077887~ 
3.8 1.7933903548 i .7933510906 0.0000392642 
h.o 1.7582o31389 
.2 1.7183685637 1.71861o6522 -o.ooo2k2o785 
~.k 1.675833959h 1.676226~756 -o. ooo392 5162 
.6 1.63~'h6o35~'5 1.632863~066 -O.Oook0305~l 
~.8 1.5899752782 1.59O237~029 -0.0002621247 
5.0 1.5499312~49 
5.2 1.5136709468 1.514o224o74 -0.ooo351~6o6 
5.h 1.4823o0o826 1.4828525721 -0.0005524895 
5.6 1.4566683847 1.4572188894 -0.00055050~7 
5.8 1.4373591823 1 .~377068709 -0.0oo3476886 
6.0 z.~246875513 
6.2 i.h187o68241 i.~189o719o5 -o.ooo2oo366~ 
6.~ i.h192229740 i .4195272552 -o.oo03o42812 
6.6 1.4258161~86 i.~261o86868 -o.ooo2925382 
6.8 1.437868~161 i.~38o46~487 -o.0oo178o326 
7.0 1.45~5966142 
7.2 1.~750890554 1.~75016907~ 0.000072~480 
7 .h 1 • 4983447533 1. ~982190520 0.0001257013 
7.6 i • 5233137914 1.5231763283 0. o0o137~631 
7.8 1.5489374581 1.5488~9379 0.0OO09~5202 
8.o 1.57~1868217 
8.2 1.5980985106 1.5978476~67 O. 0002508639 
8.~ 1.6198065968 1.619~077017 0.0003988951 
8.6 1 • 638569645~ 1.6381677064 o. 0004019390 
8.8 1.6537921861 1.6535355295 0.OO02566566 
9.0 1.6650~00758 
9.2 1.6720~9~480 1.6718348269 O. 00o2146211 
9 .~ 1 • 6747291725 1.6743 974165 0.0003317560 
9.6 1.6731569801 1.672 83205~2 0.0003249259 
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interpolation method of Lagrange, tables have been 
elaborated with the coefficients as a function of the 
argument. Such tables have been published among 
others in the work of Abramowitz and Stegun [14]. 
Similar tables can be obtained for the method of 
Sprague-Karup. 
4.1. Table K 
If in the interpolation formula of Karup (cff. 2.2) 
we put : 
ki_l(h) = -~-h(h -1)  2 
1 (h_l)(3h 2_ 2h-2) ki(h) - 2 
ki+l(h ) =.- 4 h (3h2-4h-  1) 
ki+2(h)= 4h2(h  -1) 
we obtain : 
y(h) = ki_l(h)Yi_ l+ki(h)yi+ki+l(h)yi+ 1 
+ki+2(h)Yi+2 
If the k-values are known for a given value of h, 
the interpolation is obtained by evaluating the sum 
of four products. The following identities hould be 
considered : 
ki_l(h ) = ki+2(1-h) 
ki(h ) = k i+ l (1 -h )  
ki+l(h) = ki(1 - h) 
ki+2(h ) = ki_ 1(1 - h) 
In table K these k-values are tabulated for 
h = 0.00(0.01)1.00. Herein use has been made of 
the above identities, which explains the double 
entry. 
4.2. Table S 
If in the interpohtion formula of Sprague S (cfr. 
3.2) we put : 
si_2(h ) = - ~ h(h-  1)3(5h + 2) 
24 
1 h(h :_1)(25h3_ 39h2 + 16) Si-l(h) = 24 
si(h ) =-  l (h_ l ) (25h4_38h3_3h2+12h+12)  
12  
si+ 1 (h) =-  ~2h(25h4-62h3 +33h2 + 8h + 8) 
si+2(h ) = - !h (h -1) (25h3-36h2-3h-  2) 
24 
si+3(h ) = 1h3(h -1) (5h-7)  
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we obtain : 
y(h) =si_2(h)Yi_2 + Si ' l (h)Yi_l+Si(h)y i 
+ si+ l(h)yi+ 1 + s i+2(h)Yi+2 + si+3(h)Yi+3. 
If the s-values are known for a given value of h, the 
interpolation is obtained by evaluating the sum of 
six products. The following identities hould be con- 
sidered :
si_2(h ) = si+3(1 - h) 
Si_l(h ) = s i+2(1-h)  
si(h) = Si+l(1- h) 
Si+l(h ) = si(1 - h) 
si+2(h ) = Si_l(1 - h) 
si+3(h ) = si_2(1 - h) 
In table S these s-values are tabulated for 
h = 0.00(0.01)1.00, rounded off to the tenth deci- 
mal place. Herein use has been made of the above 
identities, which explains the double entry. 
5. SUBROUTINES 
FORTRAN-subroutines have been programmed for 
the interpolation methods described : KARUP and 
SPRAG. These routines will be submitted for public- 
ation to the editors of the Journal of Computational 
and Applied Mathematics. 
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TABLE K 
K(][-1 ) H 
0,.00 0o0 
0.01 -0 .  0049005 
O. 02 -0 .009604.0  
0.03 -0 .0141135 
0.04 -0 .  0184320 
O- 05 -0.0225625 
0.06 -0 .0265080 
0.07 --0.0302715 
0.08 -0 .0338:560 
O. 09 -0 .  0372645 
0.10 -0 .0405000 
0.11 -0 .0435655 
O- I 2 -0.04646%0 
0.13 -0.0491985 
0.14  -0 .0517720 
0.15 -0 .0541875 
O- 16 -0 .0564480 
0.17 -0 .0585565 
O- 18 --0.0605160 
0.19 -0.0623295 
0.20 -0 .0640000 
0.21 -0 .0655305 
0.22 -0 .0669240 
O. Z3 -0 .  0681835 
0.24- -0 .0693120 
0.25 -0 .0703125 
0.26 -0 .0711880 
0.27 --0.0719415 
0.28 -0 .0725760 
0.29 --0.0730945 
0.30 - - 0 . 0 7 3 5 0 0 0  
0.31 -0 .0737955 
O. 32 -0 .0739840 
O. 33 -0 .  0740685 
0.34 -0 .0740520 
0.35 --0. 0739375 
0.36 --0.0737280 
0.37 -0 .0734265 
0.38 -0 .0730360 
0.39 - ,0,0725595 
0.4-0 : -0 .0720000 
0.61 -0 .0713605 
0.4.2 -0 .0706440 
0.43 -0 .0698535 
0.44 -0 .0689920 
0.45 -0°0680625 
0.46 -0 .0670680 
0.4,7 -0 .0660115 
0.48 -0 .0648960 
0.49 -0.0637245 
0.50 --0° 0625000 
KI I+21 
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TABLE S 
S( I -Z l  $(I-1! S i l l  
}0 0.0000000000 0°0000000000 1.0000000000 
0l 000008287971 -0.0065984016 0.9998721356 
~2 0.0016470860 --0.0130540900 0°9994775000 
03 0.0024528087 --0°0193582597 0°9988004519 
04 0®00~24~0320 -0.0255027200 0.9978265600 
05 0°0040189453 --0.0314798828 0.9965425781 
06 0°0047T58580 --0.0372827500 0.9949364200 
07 0o0055131969 --0.0429049009 0.992997[344 
OB 0°0062295040 --0°0483404800 0.9907148800 
09 0.0069234336 -0°053584184I 0.9880809006 
lO 0.007~937500 -0.0586312500 0.9850875000 
~l 0.0082393252 -0.0634774422 0.9817280169 
~ 0°0088591360 --0.0681190400 0.9779968000 
13 0°0094522618 --0.0725528253 0.973889[831 
14  0.0100178820 --0.0767760700 0.9694014600 
~5 0°0~05552734 --0.0807865234 0.9645308594 
16 0°0110638080 --0°0845824000 0.9592755200 
,17 0.0115429501 -0.0881623666 0.9536344656 
,18 0°0119922540 -0°0915255300 0°9476075800 
.19 0.0124113617 -0.0946714247 0.9411855819 
• 20 0°0128000000 --0~0976000000 0.9344000000 
• 2~ 0°0131579783 --0. I003[16078 0.9272231481 
.22 0.0134851860 --0°I028069900 0.9196681000 
.2B 0.0137815899 -0°1050872659 0.91[7386644 
o24 0®0140472320 -0.1071539200 0.9034393600 
=25 0.0142822266 --0. I090~87891 0.8947753906 
°26 0°0144867580 --0.1106540500 0.8857526200 
°2T 0.0L46610782 -0°1120922072 0.8763775469 
°28 0°0148055040 -0.1133260800 0®8666572800 
®29 0o0~492041~8 -0°[143587903 0.8565995131 
,030 0o0[50062500 --0.1151937500 0°8462125000 
)°3~ 0.0190635064 -0° I158346484 0.8355050294 
|°32 0°0150927360 -0.1162854400 0.8244864090 
)©33 0o015094543~ -0°I[65503316 0.8131663~56 
|o34 000150695820 --0.116633Y700 0.8015552600 
~o~5 0°015018554; -0°I165404297 0.7896636719 
)®36 0.0[49422080 --0.1162752000 0.7775027200 
)=37 0.0148413313 -0°1158431728 0.7650838781 
)°38 0.0147167540 --0°1152496300 0.7524189800 
).39 0°0145693429 --0.1145000309 0.7395201944 
).40 0°0144000000 -0.1136000000 0.7264000000 
)°~I 0.0142096596 --0°I125553141 0o7130711606 
So42 0.0139992860 -0.~I13718900 0.6995467000 
S.43 0°0|37698712 -0.1100557722 0.6858398769 
~.~4 0.0235224320 --0.1086131200 0°6719641600 
0o~5 0 .0132580078 -0°1070501953 0.657933203[ 
0.~& 0°0129776580 -0°1053733500 0.6437608200 
0.~7 0.0126824594 -0°1035890134 0.629~609594 
0°48 0o0~23735040 -0°1017036800 0°6|50476800 
0.49 0.0120518961 -0.0997238966 0°6005351256 
0=50 0.0117187500 --0°0976562500 0.5869375000 
S| I+3} S|I*2} SKI+l) 
SKI+I} SKI+2) SiI+3) 
0.0000000000 0.0000000000 0.0000000000 
0.0067360319 -0.000838849? 0.0000002867 
0.0136211800 -0.0016937300 0.0000022540' 
0.0206701166 -0.0025725916 0.0000074751 
0.0278963200 -0.0034816000 0.0000174080 
0.0353121094 -0.0044271484 0.0000333984 
0.0429286600 -0.0054L48700 0.0000566820 
0.0507560331 -0.0064498503 0.0000883868 
0.0588032000 -0.0075366400 0.0001295360 
0.0670780669 -0.00~679~672 0.000]810502 
0.0755875000 -0,0098812500 0.0002437500 
0.0843373506 -0.0111456091 0.0003183586 
0.0933324800 -0.0124748800 0.0004055040 
0.1025767844 -0.0138711259 0.0005067219 
0.1120732200 -0.0153359500 0.0006194580 
0.1218238281 -0.0168705078 0.0007470703 
0.1318297600 -0.0184755200 0.0008888320 
0.1420913019 -0.0201512847 0.0010449337 
0.1526070000 -0.0218976900 0.0012154~60 
0.1633781856 -0.023714~266 0.001400522] 
0.1744000000 -0.0256000000 0.0016000000 
0.1856704194 -0.0275537434 0.0018138054 
0.[971857800 -0.0295738300 0.00?0417540 
0.2089417031 -0.0316582853 0.0022835938 
0.2209331200 -0.0338048000 0.0025390080 
0.2~31542969 -0.0360107422 0.0028076172 
0°2455988600 -0.0382731700 0.0030889820 
0.2582598206 -0.0405888~41 0.0033826056 
0.2711~96000 -0.042q542400 0.0036879360 
0.2842000544 -0.0453655609 0.0040043689 
0.2974625000 -0.0478187500 0.0048312500 
0.3109077381 -0.0503095028 0.0046678773 
0.3245260800 -0.0528332800 0.0050135040 
0.3393073719 -0.0553853197 0.0053673407 
0.3522410200 --0.0579606600 0.0057285~80 
0.3663160156 -0.0605541016 0.0060962891 
0.3805209600 --0.0631603200 0.0064696320 
0.3948440894 -0.0657737784 0.0068476~24 
0.4092733000 -0.068~887900 0.0072293860 
0.4237961731 -0.070999520~ 0.0076138408 
0.4384000000 -0.0736000000 0.0080000000 
0.4530718069 -0.0761841372 0.0083868242 
0.4677983800 -0.0787457300 0.00877325&0 
0.4825662906 -0.0812784791 0.0091582126 
0.4973619200 -0°0837769000 .0.0005406080 
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